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DISCLOSEABLE TRANSACTION AND CONTINUING CONNECTED
TRANSACTIONS

HUANENG FINANCE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT

On November 1, 2019, the Company and Huaneng Finance entered into the Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement for a term from 2020 to 2022 to supervise the operation of continuing
connected transactions between the Company and Huaneng Finance from 2020 to 2022. However,
the Company responds to the national strategic goal of “Carbon Peak and Carbon Neutrality”, in
accordance with the development plan, and vigorously develops clean energy projects. As the
future cash flow of the Company will have a significant growth, and in conjunction with the
Company’s existing accounts receivable and notes receivable with an age of one year, it is
necessary to adjust the limits of deposits, loans and note discounting with Huaneng Finance.
Accordingly, on 26 October 2021, the Company and Huaneng Finance entered into the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement to adjust and continue to carry out the deposits, note discounting
and loans matters between the Company and Huaneng Finance from 1 January 2022 to 31
December 2024.

The Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement constitutes the entire framework agreement on
deposits, note discounting and loans between the Company and its subsidiaries and Huaneng
Finance from 1 January 2022 and 31 December 2024.

IMPLICATION UNDER HONG KONG LISTING RULES

As the applicable percentage ratios relating to the scale of the deposit transactions (based on the
maximum daily balances of the deposits) with Huaneng Finance contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement calculated in accordance with Rule 14.07 of the Hong Kong
Listing Rules exceed 5%, they constitute a discloseable transaction to the Company under Chapter
14 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules and also continuing connected transactions of the Company
under Chapter 14A of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, subject to the annual reporting,
announcement under Rules 14A.71 and 14A.35 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules and
Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements under the Hong Kong Listing Rules.
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With respect to the note discounting and loan advancement, given that the note discounting
services and loan advancement services provided by Huaneng Finance are for the benefit of the
Company and on normal commercial terms that are comparable to or more favourable than those
offered by independent third parties for similar services in the PRC and that no security is granted
over the assets of the Company in respect of such services, so the transactions for note
discounting services and loan advancement services contemplated under the Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement are exempt from all the reporting, announcement and Independent
Shareholders’ approval requirements pursuant to Rule 14A.90 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

The Company proposes to convene an extraordinary general meeting in December 2021 to seek
approval from Independent Shareholders on (among others) the terms of the deposit transaction
(including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement. Huaneng Group and its associates (holding an aggregate of 7,286,576,866
ordinary shares in the Company, representing approximately 46.42% of the total issued shares of
the Company as at the date of this announcement) will abstain from voting on the resolution,
among others, with respect to the deposit transaction (including the maximum daily balances
thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement at such extraordinary
general meeting, at which the proposed resolution will be passed by way of ordinary resolutions
and voting will be taken by way of poll in accordance with the requirements of the Hong Kong
Listing Rules.

To comply with the requirements of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, the Independent Board
Committee of the Company will advise the Independent Shareholders regarding the deposit
transaction (including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement and will appoint the Independent Financial Adviser to advise the
Independent Board Committee and the Independent Shareholders regarding the deposit transaction
(including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement.

According to the requirements of Rules 14A.46(1) and 19A.39A of the Hong Kong Listing Rules
and the PRC Company Law, the Company shall despatch a circular containing, inter alia, further
details of the deposit transaction (including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated
under the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, a letter from the Independent Board
Committee and an opinion of the Independent Financial Advisor to the shareholders as soon as
possible but in any event not later than 6 December 2021.

BACKGROUND

On November 1, 2019, the Company and Huaneng Finance entered into the Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement for a term from 2020 to 2022 to supervise the operation of continuing
connected transactions between the Company and Huaneng Finance from 2020 to 2022. However, the
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Company responds to the national strategic goal of “Carbon Peak and Carbon Neutrality”, in
accordance with the development plan, and vigorously develops clean energy projects. As the future
cash flow of the Company will have a significant growth, and in conjunction with the Company’s
existing accounts receivable and notes receivable with an age of one year, it is necessary to adjust the
limits of deposits, loans and note discounting with Huaneng Finance. Accordingly, on 26 October
2021, the Company and Huaneng Finance entered into the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement
to adjust and continue to carry out the deposits, note discounting and loans matters between the
Company and Huaneng Finance from 1 January 2022 to 31 December 2024.

The Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement constitutes the entire framework agreement on deposits,
note discounting and loans between the Company and its subsidiaries and Huaneng Finance from 1
January 2022 and 31 December 2024.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COMPANY, HUANENG GROUP AND HUANENG
FINANCE

The Company and its subsidiaries mainly develop, construct, operate and manage large-scale power
plants in China nationwide. It is one of the largest listed power suppliers in China, with a controlled
generation capacity of 115,014 MW and equity-based generation capacity of 101,388 MW.

Huaneng Group is principally engaged in the operation and management of enterprise investments;
development, investment, construction, operation and management of power plants; organising the
generation and sale of power (and heat); and the development, investment, construction, production
and sale of products in relation to energy, transportation, new energy and environmental protection
industries.

Huaneng Finance is a company incorporated in the PRC, of which the principal business includes
absorbing deposits of the member units, handling loans and financial leasing for the member units,
assisting the member units in realizing the receipt and payment of transaction funds, providing
guarantee to the member units, handling entrusted loans among the member units, handling bill
acceptance and discounting for the member units, engaging in inter-bank borrowings, negotiable
securities investment, etc.. Huaneng Group holds 52% equity interest in Huaneng Finance. The
Company holds 20% equity interest in Huaneng Finance, which in turn holds 0.39% equity interest in
the Company.

As at the date of publication of this announcement, HIPDC, being the direct controlling shareholder
of the Company, holds 32.28% of the total equity interest in the Company, while Huaneng Group
holds a 75% direct equity interest and a 25% indirect equity interest in HIPDC. Huaneng Group is a
stated-owned central enterprise with operating power industries as its main business, which is under
the supervision of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council. In addition, Huaneng Group holds a 9.91% direct equity interest in the Company, a 3.01%
indirect equity interest in the Company through Hua Neng HK (a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Huaneng Group), a 0.84% indirect equity interest in the Company through Huaneng Group Hong
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Kong Asset Management Co., Ltd. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Huaneng Group) and a 0.39%
indirect equity interest in the Company through Huaneng Finance (a controlling subsidiary of
Huaneng Group). Huaneng Group is the ultimate controlling shareholder of the Company.

Under Chapter 14A of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, Huaneng Group is a connected person of the
Company while the transactions between the Company and Huaneng Group (including its subsidiaries
and associates, Huaneng Finance) constitute connected transactions of the Company, and are subject
to the relevant disclosure and/or Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements as stipulated in the
Hong Kong Listing Rules.

HUANENG FINANCE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT

Pursuant to the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, the Company and its subsidiaries will
conduct the following transactions with Huaneng Finance on an on-going basis:

(1) Cash Deposits

The Company from time to time places deposits with Huaneng Finance at rates which are no
less favourable than the rates available from independent third parties for provision of similar
services in the PRC. In addition, the Company will also utilise the note discounting services
provided by Huaneng Finance at a service fee lower than the service fees payable to
independent third parties for provision of similar services in the PRC.

Pursuant to the 2020-2022 Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement entered into between the
Company and Huaneng Finance, for the period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2022, the
outstanding balances of the Company’s deposits with Huaneng Finance should not exceed
RMB14 billion on a daily basis, the total amount of the note discounting should not exceed
RMB1 billion per annum and the maximum balances of loans should not exceed RMB16 billion
(or its equivalent in foreign currency) on a daily basis.

For the years ended 2019 and 2022, and the period from 1 January 2021 to 30 September 2021,
the maximum outstanding balances of the deposits placed with Huaneng Finance, on a daily
basis, were RMB13.00 billion (audited), RMB13.90 billion (audited) and RMB13.90 billion
(unaudited), respectively. The Company estimates that during the period from 2022 to 2024, the
outstanding balances of the deposits to be placed with Huaneng Finance on a daily basis shall
not exceed RMB20 billion (or its equivalent in foreign currency).

The estimates on the relevant deposit amounts from 2022 to 2024 are based on the following
considerations: (1) the deposit amounts will successively increase following the successive
expansion of the scale of assets of the Company; (2) the Company has become a shareholder
and holds a 20% equity interest in Huaneng Finance since December 2005, and as such the
profit growth in Huaneng Finance brought by the support from the Company will also bring
about more returns for the Company.
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The Company may, from time to time and as necessary, enter into separate implementation
agreements with Huaneng Finance for deposit transactions contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement. Each implementation agreement will set out the specific terms
of the particular deposit transaction. As the implementation agreements are to provide for the
deposit services as contemplated by the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, they will not
constitute new categories of connected transactions. The terms of such implementation
agreements will be within the bounds of the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement and the
caps thereunder.

The commercial terms offered under any implementation agreements to be entered into between
Huaneng Finance and the Company will be negotiated on arm’s length terms, taking into
account the prevailing market conditions, and will be no less favourable than those offered to
the Company by domestic independent third parties for provision of similar service in the PRC.

The Directors and senior management of the Company will monitor closely and review
regularly the deposit transactions of the Company. The Company will adopt a series of risk
management arrangements, and endeavour to maintain, in relation to the deposit transactions,
the independence of the Company; the fairness of the amount of deposits; the fairness of the
terms of the transactions; and the right of choice of the Company to place deposits with
independent third parties other than Huaneng Finance.

The reporting and record systems and internal control procedures taken by the Company
include:

• the deposit transactions under the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement are conducted
on a non-exclusive basis;

• the Finance Department of the Company implements an interest rate adjustment
mechanism. Before conducting relevant transactions with Huaneng Finance, on aspect
of deposit, it will review whether the terms of deposit provided by Huaneng Finance are
(i) not less favourable than the same type of deposit interest rate announced by PBOC; and
(ii) not inferior to the average interest rate over similar deposit obtained by the Company
and its subsidiaries from the five state-owned banks: The Bank of China Limited,
Agricultural Bank of China Limited, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Limited,
China Construction Bank Corporation and Bank of Communications Co., Ltd., and on
aspect of the loans and note discounting, it will review whether the terms provided by
Huaneng Finance to the Company and its subsidiaries are no less favourable than the
terms the Company and its subsidiaries can obtain from independent third parties. It
enables the Company to obtain the most favorable terms on deposits, loans and note
discounting and maximize the Company’s overall interests in transactions, and reduce the
Company’s transaction costs and time;
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• the Company will conduct quarterly checking and clearing with related parties (including
Huaneng Finance) in relation to the operational fund transfers in order to ensure the safety
of funds; At the same time, the Company reports quarterly the relevant capital occupation
to the Beijing Securities Regulatory Bureau, which will at any time regulate the Company
to comply with relevant regulations

• the Company will strictly review contracts and timely monitor the amount and interest rate
of the deposit transactions; also, the independent non-executive Directors and the
Company’s auditors will review annually the performance of agreements, in order to
review the Company’s deposit transactions with Huaneng Finance on their fairness and the
amount and interest rate of the deposit transactions on their reasonableness.

The Directors are of the view that the deposit transactions do not have any effect on the assets
and liabilities of the Company. Instead, the Company can earn interests from the deposit
transactions.

The importance and the necessity of the deposit transactions contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement to the Company are set out as follows:

(i) The increase of the cap on the maximum outstanding balances of the deposits (on daily
basis) is to meet the business development of the Company. At the same time, as most of
the electricity payments are usually made by the local power grid companies towards the
end of each month, there exists a gap between the practical need and the existing cap on
the maximum outstanding balances of the deposits (on daily basis). If the maximum
outstanding balances of the deposits (on daily basis) were not adjusted, the Company
would need to spend more administrative costs in relocating the funds under its control
more frequently so as to maintain and monitor such balance to a level not to exceed the
maximum cap, thus increasing the Company’s compliance risks.

(ii) Loans from Huaneng Finance have to be placed in designated account with Huaneng
Finance. Like the arrangement with other commercial banks, the loans offered by Huaneng
Finance are all required to be deposited in the Company’s designated deposits account
with Huaneng Finance. The deposit transactions with Huaneng Finance help the Company
systemically manage the capital utilization. Being familiar with the business and operation
of the Company, Huaneng Finance is able to provide more cost-efficient, convenient,
comprehensive and personalised financial services to the Company than the deposit
services provided by other commercial banks.

(iii) The deposit interest rates offered to the Company. The deposit interest rates to be offered
by Huaneng Finance will be at least equal to or no less favourable than the then prevailing
deposit rates offered to the Company by domestic independent third parties for provision
of similar services in the PRC.
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(iv) The Company has become a shareholder of Huaneng Finance since December 2005 and
holds 20% of its equity interest. The profit growth of Huaneng Finance derived from the
Company’s support to Huaneng Finance will provide a higher investment return to the
Company.

(2) Note Discounting Services and Loan Advancement Services

In addition, the Company and its subsidiaries will also use the note discounting services and
loan advancement services provided by Huaneng Finance as Huaneng Finance is more efficient
in terms of note discounting services and loan advancement services than the general domestic
commercial banks that perform similar services for the Company and its subsidiaries (mainly
due to the fact that less time is required to process the transactions). The Company considers
that the provision of note discounting and loan advancement services by Huaneng Finance will
be conducive to increase the operation efficiency in the use of funds by the Company. In respect
of the loan services, none of them will require any security on the part of the Company.

Pursuant to the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, Huaneng Finance shall provide the
note discounting and loan advancement services on normal commercial terms and on terms
which are no less favourable than those available from independent third parties. The interest
rates on loan advancement services to be offered by Huaneng Finance to the Company and its
subsidiaries will primarily be based on the benchmark interest down within the range from 5%
to 10% basing on the rate by PBOC for the contemporary period, whilst the prices of the note
discounting will be no less favourable than those offered by other major domestic commercial
banks.

Pursuant to the 2020-2022 Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, the Company’s total
transaction amount relating to the note discounting is RMB1 billion, and the maximum daily
loan balance of loans is RMB16 billion (or its equivalent in foreign currency) for each of 2020,
2021 and 2022.

The Company estimates that the total transaction amount relating to the note discounting
services to be provided by Huaneng Finance for each of 2022, 2023 and 2024 will be RMB4
billion while the maximum loan outstanding balance (on daily basis) for each of 2022, 2023 and
2024 will be RMB23 billion (or its equivalent in foreign currency). The estimates on the
amounts of note discounting and loans are based on the historical note discounting and loans of
the Company and its subsidiaries with Huaneng Finance for 2019, 2020 and the period from 1
January 2021 to 30 September 2021 and the scale expansion and business development needs of
the Company and its subsidiaries from 2022 to 2024.
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FAIRNESS OF THE CONNECTED TRANSACTION AND THE IMPACT ON THE
INDEPENDENCE OF THE COMPANY

The Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement is signed based on normal commercial terms which are
fair and reasonable. The fees/interests involved in connected transactions must be agreed and
confirmed by both parties to the agreement, and consultations and decisions shall be made in
accordance with the prevailing market prices and conditions and the principles of fair terms. The
conditions provided to the Company and its subsidiaries by Huaneng Finance in the relevant
agreements and transactions under them shall be based on normal commercial terms or on terms
which are no less favourable than those that the Company and its subsidiaries can obtain from
independent third parties. The Company and its subsidiaries will sign necessary written agreements
with Huaneng Finance for specific transactions within the scope determined by the aforementioned
framework agreement based on actual conditions, and pay relevant expenses/interests in the manner
agreed in the specific agreement.

With respect to the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, the Company will adopt a series of
management arrangements in accordance with regulatory requirements to maintain the independence
of the Company’s decision-making, the fairness of transaction prices and the Company’s right to
choose related transactions, so as to avoid the reliance on its controlling shareholders and other
related parties. Relevant measures include, but are not limited to, the Company’s right to make
independent decisions on transaction prices and quantities, and to understand and grasp market
information through various means, so that the Company’s conditions for the transaction with
Huaneng Finance will be in accordance with the normal commercial terms or on terms that will not
be less favourable than those that can be obtained by the Company and its subsidiaries from
independent third parties.

Based on the above, the Company believes that the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement and the
transactions contemplated under it are in the interests of the Company and its shareholders as a
whole. At the same time, the Company has a complete business system and the ability to operate
independently in the market, the aforementioned framework agreement and the connected transactions
contemplated under it will not impact on the independence of the Company.

PRICING POLICIES AND CONTROL MEASURES

Deposits, note discounting and loans are parts of the daily operation of the Company and its
subsidiaries, while the commercial terms offered by Huaneng Finance in respect of such transactions
to the Company and its subsidiaries are no less favourable than those terms offered by most domestic
commercial banks in respect of similar transactions. In the meantime, the Company believes that the
safety risk of deposits at Huaneng Finance may be controlled effectively based on the following
considerations: (1) as a non-bank financial institution supervised by Beijing Regulatory Authority of
the CBRC, Huaneng Finance insists on conducting business in accordance with the law during the
course of its daily operation, and has all along endeavoured to prevent financial risks and has
established and implemented an effective internal control mechanism during the course of its
development, which is in compliance with the regulatory requirements of CBRC in relation to risk
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control ratios; (2) as the Company holds 20% equity interest in Huaneng Finance, its own interests
may be safeguarded by facilitating the regular operation of the shareholders’ meeting, the board of
directors and the Risk Control Committee of Huaneng Finance through the lawful exercise of
shareholders’ rights. In addition, Huaneng Finance is more efficient than most domestic commercial
banks providing similar services for the Company and its subsidiaries in terms of providing note
discounting and loan services, which is mainly reflected in the shorter duration to process such
transactions. Therefore, the Company believes that it is beneficial to improving the operating
efficiency of funds for the Company and its subsidiaries if the note discounting and loan services are
provided by Huaneng Finance.

BOARD’S CONFIRMATION

The Board has considered and approved the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement. Pursuant to the
Shanghai Listing Rules and Rule 14A.68(8) of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, Messrs. Zhao Keyu,
Zhao Ping, Huang Jian, Wang Kui, Lu Fei and Teng Yu, all being Directors of the Board and being
regarded as having a material interest in the continuing connected transactions for their management
positions in Huaneng Group and its associates, abstained from voting on the Board resolutions
relating to the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement. The resolution was voted by Directors who
are not connected to the transactions.

The Board of the Company is of the view that the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement and the
transactions contemplated thereunder was entered into: (i) in the ordinary and usual course of
business of the Company; (ii) on normal commercial terms (on arm’s length terms or on terms no less
favourable to the Company than terms available from independent third parties); and (iii) on terms
that are fair and reasonable and in the interests of the Company and all its shareholders as a whole.

IMPLICATION UNDER HONG KONG LISTING RULES

As the applicable percentage ratios relating to the scale of the deposit transactions (based on the
maximum daily balances of the deposits) with Huaneng Finance contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement calculated in accordance with Rule 14.07 of the Hong Kong Listing
Rules exceed 5%, they constitute a discloseable transaction to the Company under Chapter 14 of the
Hong Kong Listing Rules and also continuing connected transactions of the Company under Chapter
14A of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, subject to the annual reporting, announcement under Rules
14A.71 and 14A.35 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules and Independent Shareholders’ approval
requirements under the Hong Kong Listing Rules.

With respect to the note discounting and loan advancement, given that the note discounting services
and loan advancement services provided by Huaneng Finance are for the benefit of the Company and
on normal commercial terms that are comparable to or more favourable than those offered by
independent third parties for similar services in the PRC and that no security is granted over the
assets of the Company in respect of such services, so the transactions for note discounting services
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and loan advancement services contemplated under the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement are
exempt from all the reporting, announcement and Independent Shareholders’ approval requirements
pursuant to Rule 14A.90 of the Hong Kong Listing Rules.

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

The Company proposes to convene an extraordinary general meeting in December 2021 to seek
approval from Independent Shareholders on (among others) the terms of the deposit transaction
(including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance Framework
Agreement. Huaneng Group and its associates (holding an aggregate of 7,286,576,866 ordinary shares
in the Company, representing approximately 46.42% of the total issued shares of the Company as at
the date of this announcement) will abstain from voting on the resolution, among others, with respect
to the deposit transaction (including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the
Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement at such extraordinary general meeting, at which the
proposed resolution will be passed by way of ordinary resolutions and voting will be taken by way of
poll in accordance with the requirements of the Hong Kong Listing Rules.

To comply with the requirements of the Hong Kong Listing Rules, the Independent Board Committee
of the Company will advise the Independent Shareholders regarding the deposit transaction (including
the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance Framework
Agreement and will appoint the Independent Financial Adviser to advise the Independent Board
Committee and the Independent Shareholders regarding the deposit transaction (including the
maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement.

According to the requirements of Rules 14A.46(1) and 19A.39A of the Hong Kong Listing Rules and
the PRC Company Law, the Company shall despatch a circular containing, inter alia, further details
of the deposit transaction (including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the
Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement, a letter from the Independent Board Committee and an
opinion of the Independent Financial Advisor to the shareholders as soon as possible but in any event
not later than 6 December 2021.

DEFINITIONS

“2020-2022 Huaneng Finance
Framework Agreement”

the framework agreement on the continuing connected transactions
(for 2020-2022) between Huaneng Power International, Inc. and
China Huaneng Finance Corporation Limited entered into between
the Company and Huaneng Finance on 1 November 2019

“associate(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it in the Hong Kong Listing Rules

“Board” the board of Directors of the Company

“Company” Huaneng Power International, Inc.
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“connected person(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it in the Hong Kong Listing Rules

“Director(s)” the director(s) of the Company

“HIPDC” Huaneng International Power Development Corporation

“Hong Kong Listing Rules” The Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange

“Hua Neng HK” China Hua Neng Group Hong Kong Limited

“Huaneng Finance” China Huaneng Finance Corporation Limited

“Huaneng Finance Framework
Agreement”

the framework agreement on the continuing connected transactions
(for 2022-2024) between Huaneng Power International, Inc. and
China Huaneng Finance Corporation Limited entered into between
the Company and Huaneng Finance on 26 October 2021

“Huaneng Group” China Huaneng Group Co., Ltd.

“Independent Board
Committee”

a committee of the Board established for the purpose of considering
the transactions regarding the deposit transactions (including the
maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under the Huaneng
Finance Framework Agreement, comprising independent non-
executive Directors who are independent of these transactions

“Independent Financial
Adviser”, “Gram Capital”

Gram Capital Limited, a licensed corporation to carry on Type 6
(advising on corporate finance) regulated activity as defined under
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571 of the laws of Hong
Kong), an independent financial adviser to be appointed to advise
the Independent Board Committee and the Independent
Shareholders on the transactions regarding the deposit transaction
(including the maximum daily balances thereof) contemplated under
the Huaneng Finance Framework Agreement

“Independent Shareholders” shareholders of the Company other than Huaneng Group and its
associates

“PBOC” The People’s Bank of China;

“PRC” The People’s Republic of China

“RMB” Renminbi, the lawful currency of the PRC
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“Shanghai Listing Rules” The Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Shanghai
Stock Exchange

“Stock Exchange” The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited

“subsidiary(ies)” has the meaning ascribed to it in the Hong Kong Listing Rules

By the Order of the Board
Huaneng Power International, Inc.

Huang Chaoquan
Company Secretary

As at the date of this announcement, the Directors of the Company are:

Zhao Keyu (Executive Director)
Zhao Ping (Executive Director)
Huang Jian (Non-executive Director)
Wang Kui (Non-executive Director)
Lu Fei (Non-executive Director)
Teng Yu (Non-executive Director)
Mi Dabin (Non-executive Director)
Cheng Heng (Non-executive Director)
Li Haifeng (Non-executive Director)
Lin Chong (Non-executive Director)

Xu Mengzhou (Independent Non-executive Director)
Liu Jizhen (Independent Non-executive Director)
Xu Haifeng (Independent Non-executive Director)
Zhang Xianzhi (Independent Non-executive Director)
Xia Qing (Independent Non-executive Director)

Beijing, the PRC
27 October 2021
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